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FEED OPERATIONS

Components of
the pelleting system
An in-depth look at the various
aspects of making feed pellets
by Fred Fairchild

This article will address the components in a pelleting system for animal feed. It will be a walk-through of a
system. Specific information and features about different
pieces of equipment used in the system will be addressed
in a future article. A diagram of a typical pelleting system
is shown in Figure l.

MASH SUPPLY BINS
The system begins with the suppl y of the feed (mash) to
be pelleted. The mash is usually a mixture of relatively dry
ingredients that has been formulated and blended prior to delivery to the supply bins. This mash is a mixture of particles
of different sizes uniformly blended together. It is important
that in moving these ingredients into the supply bins that particle separation is minimized. In filling a bin with materials
of different types and sizes of particles, some separation will
occur. The spout in to each bin should be designed so the material flow is vertical as it enters the bin, and the inlet spout is
located in the center of the bin top.
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It is also important that the supply bins be designed with a hopper of sufficient slope to allow for mass-flow of the materials out
of the bin. Mass-flow allows all materials in the bin to discharge
uniformly, even if some particle separation occurs at a given level. If the supply bins are square or rectangular, the hopper must
be designed to avoid flow hang-ups in the valley (comers) of the
hopper. The comer where two sides of a hopper meet must have
a steep enough slope to permit flow without restriction.
One method of mass-flow hopper design for square or rectangular bins is to build the hopper with a top that fits the bin
body and the outlet as a circle. This eliminates any valleys
in the hopper. In order to attach the hopper to the feeder, a
transition from the round hopper outlet to the feeder inlet is
built. This transition into the feeder should be of stainless steel
construction in the event any steam vapors from the pelleting
process migrate through the feeder.
In man y cases, multiple mash supply bins are desirable.
When this occurs, a second hopper transition is required to
direct the mash from the multiple bin hoppers to the feeder
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